
Bloomington High School is a diverse community that supports lifelong learners
who are responsible and productive citizens in our global society. Together we
will provide a safe environment that guides students to reach their full potential in
pursuit of academic and personal fulfillment.

Course Title:   024271-2 Transitional Math

Course Description: This course follows a Quantitative Literacy and Statistics Math course framework that is
designed to prepare and transition students directly into college and career pathways requiring general
education college level math competencies in quantitative literacy and statistics. The competencies within each
domain include, but are not limited to: numeracy (operation sense, estimation, measurement, quantitative
reasoning, basic statistics, and mathematical summaries), application based algebraic topics, and functions
and modeling. Upon completion, students should be able to: demonstrate proficiency and understanding in
basic numeracy competencies in whole numbers, integers, fractions, and decimals, use estimation and
explain/justify estimates, apply quantitative reasoning to solve problems involving quantities or rates, use
mathematical summaries of data such as mean, median, and mode, use and apply algebraic reasoning as one
of multiple problem-solving tools, and use functions and modeling processes. This course is delivered through
authentic application, problem based instruction designed to build mathematical conceptual understanding and
critical thinking skills. Heartland Community College will ensure that any student successfully completing a
transitional math course with a C or better is eligible to enroll in the applicable outcome college math course
without any further placement test or other prerequisite requirement, provided the enrollment occurs within 18
months of the transitional math course completion as indicated on the high school transcript.
 

Units of Study:
Unit 1: Personal Finance
Unit 2: Statistics
Unit 3: Constructing Our World
Unit 4: Math in Decision-Making

Texts and Required Readings: N/A

BHS Grading Scale and Policy:

The semester final grade is obtained from running semester grade (80%) and the semester final exam grade
(20%). This means that you will have already earned 80% of your final grade by the time you reach semester
exams. Semester exams are required. BHS Handbook, pg. 17

90-100% = A 80-89% = B 70-79% = C 60-69% = D Below 60% = F

BHS Makeup Work Policy:

All students are expected to do makeup work in a timely fashion. It is the student’s responsibility to obtain
assignments prior to a pre-arranged absence, and immediately upon return for all other absences. General
rule: one day absence affords one day to complete formative makeup work. For summative, students should
expect to complete on the day of return. Failure to complete makeup work by the teacher deadline will result in
a zero/missing in Gradebook. BHS Handbook, pg. 37.

https://docs.google.com/viewerng/viewer?url=https://www.district87.org//cms/lib/IL02212106/Centricity/Domain/1755/FINAL_Submitted+6-15-21_2022_BHS_Handbook.pdf
https://docs.google.com/viewerng/viewer?url=https://www.district87.org//cms/lib/IL02212106/Centricity/Domain/1755/FINAL_Submitted+6-15-21_2022_BHS_Handbook.pdf


Discussing Controversial Issues in the Classroom:

The guidelines set forth by the District 87 Board Policy 6.070 will be used handling controversial issues in the
classroom. Please contact your teacher  if you have any questions.


